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“James Bond does it everywhere.”
Look Up! Look Down! Look Out! James Bond Does it Everywhere!

Harry Saltzman and Albert R. Broccoli present Sean Connery in Ian Fleming's

"Thunderball"

Claudine Auger, Adolfo Celi, Luciana Paluzzi, Rik van Nutter

Produced by Kevin McClory. Directed by Terence Young. Panavision. Technicolor.

LOOK UP!

LOOK DOWN!

LOOK OUT!

HERE COMES THE BIGGEST BOND OF ALL!
LOOK UP! LOOK DOWN! LOOK OUT!
JAMES BOND DOES IT EVERYWHERE!
[BUT NOT ON A PLANE]

50 YEARS | 22 FILMS | 53 WOMEN | 75 IMPLIED SEXUAL ENCOUNTERS

Dr. No
Sylvia Trench
Eunice Gayson
Bed
Miss Taro
Zena Marshall
X2 Bed
Honey Ryder
Ursula Andress
Boat

From Russia with Love
Sylvia Trench
Eunice Gayson
Car
Vida
Aliza Gur
Gypsy Caravan
Zora
Martine Beswick

Tatiana Romanova
Daniela Bianchi
Bed / Train / X3 Boat

Goldfinger
Jill Masterson
Shirley Eaton
Pussy Galore
Honor Blackman
Daryl Hannah

Skyfall

LOOK UP! LOOK DOWN! LOOK OUT!
JAMES BOND DOES IT EVERYWHERE!
James Bond: The Nymphographic
by Dan Light on October 26, 2012

UPDATE: A month on and it’s fair to say that The Nymphographic has found its niche. 27.1K view on Visual.vu, where it’s currently rated 6 of 1,082 in Entertainment, 32.4K views on Basefeed, pick-up on everything from Vanity Fair to Redgrass Digest, and some Tumblr love from Wil Wheaton resulting in more traffic to this blog over a few days than it saw in the rest of 2012 put together. All hail Tiny Master!

With SKYFALL opening tomorrow Glass Eye regular Tiny Master has chosen today to unveil her JAMES BOND DOES IT EVERYWHERE! ‘nymphographic’, a stylish visualisation of Bond’s cinematic sexual exploits and their wide-ranging whereabouts.

Bond’s on-screen dalliances are well documented, but never before to this degree of detail. Who Bond bonks, how many times and, most revealingly of all, where. Indeed off the back of her efforts we can exclusively reveal that, for all his peripatetic petting, Bond is NOT a member of the Mile High Club. That’s right. James Bond has
Who Bond Boned

A handy dandy infographic laying out all of 007’s lays.

Adventure, Gadgets, Tuxedos, Exotic locales. All of these are in the recipe for a successful James Bond movie, but there’s one extra ingredient: babes. The Bond Girl is a cultural touchstone at this point, although it’s a stone only James Bond gets to touch.

A couple of years ago, when *Casino Royale* rebooted the Bond franchise, all the Bond Girl stuff seemed louché, but there’s a post-George W. Bush sex positivity in the air these days and we’re all okay with the idea of beautiful, sexy women enjoying the company of our super agent again. *Skyfall* definitely gets back to traditional Bond Girl territory, while maintaining a modern spin on it. These Bond Girls are real characters!

This is an infographic that lists all of Bond’s sexual conquests in the many Bond films over the decades. It comes from a soulless marketing company that probably sits around trying to figure out how to get their content on sites like this (congrats guys, you did it!). The answer, generally, is to be interesting. I thought this was interesting.
A chronological visualisation of 50 years worth of cinematic sexual exploits and the settings in which they took place.
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James Bond's Sexual Exploits By The Numbers

A graphic designer visualizes the spy's sex life: 50 years, 22 films, 53 women, and 75 implied sexual encounters.

Stacy Lambe
BuzzFeed Staff
How Promiscuous Is James Bond Compared with the Average British Male?

by Julie Miller 2:00 PM, November 1, 2012

Fifty years after James Bond made his big-screen debut, the iconic British spy has not lost his charm, his stealthiness, or—as evidenced by a steamy shower scene with Berenice Marlohe in the forthcoming Skyfall—his virility. In fact, 007 is such an infamous ladies’ man that graphic novelist Nick Draycott has decided to depict the Bond legacy through the lens of a risqué pin-up calendar.

BY FRAN GöSS, PETER R. DUMANG AND UNITED ARTIS CORPORATION, COLUMBIA PICTURES IN DUBBEL.
Fully 27% of women who sleep with James Bond die soon afterwards: nextmovie.com/wp-content/upl... His penis has a mortality rate on par with smallpox.